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NEW TRAVEL MEDICAL PLAN Designed For US VISITORS With PRE-EXISTING
CONDITIONS 
LAUNCHED BY VisitorsCoverage

PARIS - SANTA CLARA, 14.08.2022, 07:53 Time

USPA NEWS - Visitors to the United States have wanted pre-existing condition coverage from a reliable insurance provider for a long
time, and today there is a new option to help fill that need. Introducing USVisit-Pro, one of only a few travel medical plans to cover pre-
existing conditions, up to a maximum limit of $30,000 per policy period. This means that more travelers than ever before can visit
America and their family members residing in America with peace of mind.
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Designed to protect foreign visitors against shouldering the high cost of medical care in America, USVisit-Pro™ offers a host of other
benefits including expanded coverage, a shorter minimum duration before becoming eligible for benefits, and border entry protection.

Underwritten by an 'A-' rated insurance carrier, provided by IMG, and handcrafted by VisitorsCoverage, USVisit-Pro™ is a great fit for
foreign visitors taking leisure trips to the U.S., Mexico, Canada, Bahamas, and U.S. Territories. This plan will have access to the
UnitedHealthcare PPO, one of the largest provider networks in the United States, ensuring travelers have access to the best care
possible while in the U.S.

Rajeev Shrivastava, CEO of VisitorsCoverage Inc. said, "We didn't look at this as just another insurance product. With USVisit-Pro™,
we truly wanted to solve a problem that exists for many travelers, especially those with pre-existing conditions."

"We're excited to team up with VisitorsCoverage to offer visitors to the United States a new expanded plan with coverage for pre-
existing conditions," said Steve Paraboschi, President and CEO at IMG. "USVisit-Pro™ combines great coverage and benefits to
ensure travelers have the protection they need."
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